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Abstract 

This paper investigates the use of prosodic information signalling sentence accent and the role of different acoustic features on sentence accent perception during native and non-native speech perception in the presence of background noise. A phoneme detection experiment was carried out in which English native listeners and French highly proficient non-native listeners of English were presented with target phonemes in English sentences. Sentences were presented in different levels of speech-shaped noise and in two prosodic contexts in which the target-bearing word was either deaccented or accented. Acoustic analyses of the two prosodic conditions showed that the target-bearing words in the accented condition carried more energy, had a higher F0, and more spectral tilt than those in the deaccented condition. Results of the behavioural data showed that the native listeners outperformed the French listeners in the clean condition but not in the noise conditions and that the effect of noise was smaller for the non-native compared to the native listeners. Possibly, the non-native listeners use more and different acoustic cues than the native listeners who primarily relied on more local cues for sentence accent detection. 
Index Terms: sentence accent, phoneme detection, native listening, non-native listening, noise, acoustic features 

1. Introduction 
In optimal listening conditions, high-proficiency non-native listeners have been shown to be able to detect sentence accent [1][2][3][4] and exploit prosodic cues in the speech signal signalling upcoming sentence accent [1][5][6]. Moreover, non-native listeners have been shown to use similar acoustic, prosodic cues as native listeners for prominence detection [4][6]. Nevertheless, they show reduced performance compared to native listeners [1] and a reduced efficiency in using prosodic information signalling sentence accent for the processing of incoming speech [6]. [1], for instance, observed that in a sentence accent perception task reaction times were slower and accuracies were lower for non-native listeners (Dutch and Finnish) compared to native listeners (English). Nevertheless, all listener groups used relevant prosodic information in the preceding context to exploit upcoming sentence accent. Background noise is known to have a different effect on speech perception by native and non-native listeners (e.g., [7][8][9][10]). The degrading effect of background noise is due to its masking of local, acoustic cues [11]. Consequently prominence-related prosodic cues which are (more) local, such as energy and duration, can be obscured. Several prosodic cues which correlate with prominence, however, are more widely 

distributed (referred to as ‘non-local’ cues). These non-local prosodic cues, such as fundamental frequency (F0), are expected to better survive the degrading effect of background noise as cues may survive in different frequency regions (e.g., [10]). [1] indeed found that the presence of background noise reduced native and non-native listeners’ (Dutch and Finnish listeners of English) ability to exploit sentence accent for speech processing, however, all listener groups were (still) able to use prosodic information signalling upcoming sentence accent, although the non-native listeners to a lesser extent than the native listeners. It is possible that the relative similarity between the prosodic cues to prominence in the three languages facilitated phoneme detection in the accented words for the non-native listeners, while the degrading effect of the presence of background noise could be due to the use of more local prosodic cues in these languages. The current study investigates these possibilities by examining a third group of non-native listeners whose native language is much further removed from English in its cueing and use of prosodic prominence.  Listeners from different language backgrounds use different prosodic cues to detect sentence accent, depending on the way prominence is expressed in their native language  [12]. The most important prosodic cues for prominence expression and detection in English are duration, energy, and F0 [13][14][15]. Prominence is used contrastively, marking variable word stress and sentence accents that signal information structure. Unlike English, French does not use prominence to mark word accent (or stress) contrastively [16][17]. In fact, French listeners have been claimed to be ‘deaf’ to stress both in their native language and in non-native languages [16][17]. However, relative phrasal prominence can be present in French, but to a lesser degree than in English (see [18] for a discussion). French listeners have also been found to rely more heavily on F0 to perceive prominence than English listeners, and less on duration [18] and amplitude [19] (arguably more ‘local’ cues). As mentioned above, the three languages at play in [1] all use acoustic cues for prominence marking in a similar way. By investigating French non-native listeners of English, we are able to investigate whether they are able to exploit prominence in processing non-native speech; whether they use ‘English’ acoustic cues to do so (as other non-native listener groups have been claimed to do [3][4]); and whether English listeners suffer more from the effect of background noise on sentence accent perception than French listeners. 
2. Methods 

Following [1][6], a phoneme detection experiment was carried out. English and French listeners were presented with target 
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phonemes in sentences in different levels of speech-shaped noise and, crucially, in two sentence accent contexts. The rationale was that words with sentence accent are processed faster and more deeply than words without sentence accent. Thus if listeners are able to exploit prosodic information, this should result in higher phoneme detection rates [6]. 
2.1. Participants 
Thirty-two native French listeners (14 males; 18 females; mean age=29.8, SD=8.6), recruited from the University of Nice, France, and 47 native English listeners (29 females and 18 males; mean age=20.8, SD=2.7), all students from the University of Cambridge, UK, participated in the experiment. The English listeners are a superset of those reported in [1]. None of the participants had a history of language, speech, or hearing problems. The participants were paid for their 
participation. Listeners’ proficiency of English was assessed using LexTale [19] (English: mean= 98.6, SD=2.6; French: mean=80.3, SD=8.9 (lower advanced proficiency); t(34.7)=-11.3, p < .001).  
2.2. Materials 
Sentence accent perception was investigated by means of a phoneme detection task (following [1][6]). The set-up of the experiment, the stimuli, and procedure were identical to those reported in [1], and will be summarised here. 
2.2.1. Target phonemes and sentences 
Three target phonemes were used: /p, t, k/. The target phonemes always appeared word-initially in word-initial stressed nouns consisting of up to three syllables. The target-bearing words were embedded in sentences, and could appear early or late in the sentence but always minimally 4 words from the start of the sentence. Examples of an early (a) and late (b) target phoneme position (indicated in bold) are given here: a. The woman with the parrot went into the teacher's office b. The actions of the crew led to the test lab's evacuation. 

A set of 48 experimental and 48 filler distractor sentences was created (using the 24 experimental and 24 distractor sentences from [6] as a starting point). All sentences had a similar syntactic structure, were semantically unpredictable and 
only contained one ‘critical’ target phoneme per sentence (indicated prior to each sentence). Half of the distractor sentences also contained a target phoneme, while the other half did not. Moreover, the 48 experimental sentences were also recorded with ‘neutral’ prosody which did not signal (upcoming) sentence accent. These sentences were used as a second type of filler sentences. All sentences were recorded by a male native speaker of British English, using the front internal microphone on a Samson Zoom H2 recorder. All recordings were made at 44.1 kHz, 16 bit, stereo, in a quiet room.  
2.2.2. Background noise 
The background noise applied to the sentences consisted of three levels of stationary speech-shaped noise (SSN) [21]: +5 dB, 0 dB, and -5 dB. The SSN noise was automatically added to all experimental and filler sentences using a PRAAT script [22]. All sentences had 200 ms of leading and trailing SSN noise. A Hamming window was applied to the noise, with a fade in/out of 10 ms for the leading/trailing noise. All sentences were also presented without added background noise (clean). 

2.3. Prosodic contexts 
Sentence accent was manipulated so that the target-bearing words occurred in one of two prosodic contexts. All sentences contained prosodic context preceding the target-bearing word signalling sentence accent on the upcoming target-bearing 
word; however, in the ‘deaccented’ condition, the target-bearing word was deaccented, i.e., incongruent with the 
preceding context, while it was accented in the ‘accented’ condition, i.e., congruent with the preceding context. To create the two prosodic contexts all sentences were recorded with an early and a late focal sentence accent (reflecting narrow focus on the words in upper case), and subsequently manipulated: 
a1. The remains of the CAMP were found by the tiger hunter. a2. The remains of the CAMP were found by the tiger hunter. b. The remains of the camp were found by the TIGER hunter. 

To ensure that both the deaccented and accented conditions had identical prosodic information preceding the target-bearing words, for the accented condition, the target-bearing word (in bold) from sentence a2, which is a different rendition of the otherwise identical sentence in a1, was spliced into sentence a1, while for the deaccented condition, the target-bearing word from sentence b was spliced into a1. Differences between the two conditions can thus only be attributed to absence or presence of sentence accent on the target-bearing word. 
2.4. Procedure 
Participants were instructed that they were participating in an experiment on sentence comprehension, and were told they would be tested on the content of the sentences after the experiment. This was done to ensure that listeners processed the sentences for comprehension, and not just focussed on detecting the target phoneme. After this initial instruction, they were asked to also listen within a sentence for the presence of a target sound (p, t, or k) that was specified on a computer screen for each sentence separately. Listeners were asked to press the space bar as fast as possible upon hearing the target phoneme. Participants were tested individually in a sound-proof booth. Audio stimuli were presented binaurally through headphones. 

Each participant was presented with one of 24 experimental lists. Each list contained all 48 experimental and 48 distractor sentences. In each list, 8 experimental sentences were presented in each of the four background noise conditions. Target phonemes, position of the target-bearing word, and the two prosodic contexts were evenly distributed over all noise conditions. The filler sentences were distributed over the lists following the same procedure. The target phoneme appeared on the screen for 1 s prior to auditory presentation of the sentence.  
2.5. Acoustic features 
2.5.1. Feature extraction 
The speech signals were initially downsampled from 44.1kHz to 8kHz and four main acoustic features were extracted that are known to correlate with the occurrence of prominence in speech: (i) energy, (ii) F0, (iii) spectral tilt, and (iv) duration (see, e.g., [14][23][24]). For the computation, windows of 25 ms were used with a frame shift of 10 ms. Specifically, F0 was computed using YAAPT [25], spectral tilt by computing mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and by taking the first (C1) MFCC [26][27], and word duration was obtained from manual segmentations. Following the computation of the raw feature values: (i) energy was logarithmically normalised, (ii) 
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F0 was semitone normalised relative to the minimum F0 in each utterance, and (iii) tilt was exponentially normalised – in this case, the exponential function provides a near linear scaling of the tilt estimates to positive real numbers for ease of interpretation. For all features, except word duration, two word-level aggregate measures were computed for the target words and the immediately preceding (3 words) and following (1) word  context: the mean and max. Only one word was used for the following context as in many utterances the target-bearing word occurred at the penultimate position in the sentence. Additionally, the mean and max energy were computed over the target-bearing phonemes only.  
2.5.2. Acoustic analyses 
Differences in the acoustic features of the target-bearing words (first analysis) and of the three target phonemes (/p, t, k/; second analysis) between the two prosodic conditions (accented and deaccented) were statistically analysed using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test statistic and Cohen’s d for effect size. For the first analysis, data were pooled over all target-bearing words within a prosodic condition, and over all target-bearing words for each of the individual target phonemes separately within a prosodic condition in the second analysis. The analysis showed that target-bearing words in the accented condition carry more energy (max_energy: Z = -5.21, p < 0.001, d = 1.42; mean_energy: Z = -2.77, p < 0.01, d = 0.62), have a higher F0 (max_F0: Z = -5.54, p < 0.001, d = 1.33; mean_F0: Z = -4.89, p < 0.001, d = 1.05), and increased spectral tilt (smaller slope - max_tilt: Z = -4.18, p < 0.001, d = 0.94; mean_tilt: Z = -3.84, p < 0.001, d = 0.80) than target-bearing words in the deaccented condition. Duration did not differ between the accented and deaccented condition (Z = -0.61, p = 0.55, d = 0.17). The words directly preceding and following the target-bearing word showed small but non-significant differences in energy, F0, spectral tilt, and duration between the prosodic contexts. The acoustic measures for the target phonemes did not differ between the two prosodic conditions. These results are, however, not unexpected, as all target phonemes are unvoiced plosives, while effects related to accentuation are typically observed at sonorant parts of the words which are typically found at syllabic nuclei.  
2.6. Statistical analyses 
Statistical analyses on the reaction times (RT; on the correctly detected phonemes) and the number of target phoneme detections (following [6]) on the experimental sentences were carried out using (generalised, in the accuracy analyses) linear mixed-effect models (e.g., [28]), containing fixed and random effects. To obtain the final, best-fitting model containing only statistically significant effects, we used a backward stepwise selection procedure, in which interactions and predictors that proved not significant at the 5% level were removed one-by-one from the model (see e.g., [29]). Fixed factors were Prosodic Condition (accented and deaccented, latter on the intercept), Noise (clean on intercept, SNR +5, 0, -5 dB), and Language (English on intercept). Target-bearing Word, Target Phoneme, and Subject were entered as random factors. Random by-stimulus slopes and by-subject slopes for Noise were added and tested through model comparisons in all analyses. Moreover, the acoustic features calculated at the target-bearing word level (centered and scaled) were added as fixed factors and in interaction with Noise and Language: Energy_max, Energy_mean, Tilt_max, Tilt_mean, F0_max, F0_mean, Duration. 

Figure 1. Proportion of detected target phonemes for the native English listeners (left panel) and the French non-native listeners of English (right panel) for the four background noise conditions. The deaccented condition is marked by the bullets, the accented condition by the squares.  Table 1. Fixed effect estimates for the best-fitting models of performance for the phoneme detection analysis, noise only n=1896.     Fixed effect      β   SE     p < Intercept 7.130 1.566 .001 Prosodic Condition -1.070 .586 .068 Noise -2.380 .626 .001 Prosodic Condition × Noise .603 .242 .013 
3. Results 

First the English and French listeners’ phoneme detection rates in the clean and the noise conditions were compared. Subsequently, the use of acoustic cues was investigated for the clean and noise condition for the two listener groups separately.  Figure 1 shows the results on the phoneme detection task for the English listeners (left panel) and the French listeners (right panel) for the four listening conditions, and for the deaccented (bullets) and accented (open squares) conditions separately. Detection rates of the target phonemes /k, p, t/ were 89.2%, 94.0%, and 92.0%, respectively, for the English listeners, and 87.2%, 90.6%, and 90.9% respectively, for the French listeners. The first striking result is that the French 
listeners, despite being called ‘deaf to prominence’ [16][17] were very good at the task. Nevertheless, the accuracy analysis in the clean listening condition showed that the accuracy for the French non-native listeners was significantly lower than that of the English native listeners (β=-.6144, SE=.306, p=.045). Table 1 shows the estimates of the fixed effects and their interactions in the best-fitting model for the phoneme detection analysis for only the noise conditions. The statistical analysis showed that significantly fewer phonemes were detected with increasing noise levels, and this is especially the case for the deaccented condition (see also the bulleted lines in Figure 1). Importantly, no significant differences in overall performance nor of the effect of noise on phoneme detection were observed between the native and non-native listener group. Table 2 shows the results for of the acoustic feature analyses in the clean condition. For the English listeners, a lower phoneme detection accuracy was associated with increasing mean F0 for target-bearing words and this was especially so for the accented condition. For the French non-native listeners of English, significantly more target phonemes were detected in the accented condition compared to the deaccented condition, while decreasing max energy and increasing max spectral tilt were associated with higher phoneme detection rates. 

Clean   +5          0          -5 Clean   +5          0          -5 
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Table 2. Fixed effect estimates for the best-fitting models of performance for the phoneme detection analysis with acoustic parameters – clean condition only.     Fixed effect      β   SE     p < English listener group, n=368 Intercept 1.705 1.175 .147 Prosodic Condition .392 .484 .418 F0_mean -2.800 1.429 .050 Prosodic Condition × F0_mean 1.347 .624 .031 French listener group, n=256 Intercept -4.174 3.158 .186 Prosodic Condition 2.703 1.355 .046 Energy_max -2.377 1.178 .044 Tilt_max 2.338 1.131 .039  Table 3. Fixed effect estimates for the best-fitting models of performance for the phoneme detection analysis with acoustic parameters – clean (on the intercept) vs. noise.     Fixed effect      β   SE     p < English listener group, n=1472 Intercept 3.435 .249 .001 Noise -.462 .0923 .001 Energy_max -.116 .212 .584 Noise × Energy_max .204 .090 .024 French listener group, n=960 Intercept 2.019 .788 .010 Noise -.230 .108 .033 Energy_max -1.134 .337 .001 Energy_mean .419 .287 .145 Prosodic Condition .416 .319 .192 Tilt_mean 3.529 1.068 .001 Noise × Energy_max .342 .122 .005 Noise × Energy_mean -.320 .156 .041 Prosodic Condition × Tilt_mean -1.177 .367 .002  Table 3 shows the results for the acoustic feature analyses in clean versus noise for the two listener groups. For the English listeners, we find a significant effect of noise: significantly fewer phonemes are detected in deteriorating listening conditions compared to the clean, and this is especially the case for target phonemes in target-bearing words with higher max energy. Seemingly, max energy is less reliably used for sentence accent detection when noise conditions are adverse. Potentially, at low SNRs the differences in max energy are not as reliable as in the clean condition as the intensity level of speech is masked by the intensity level of the added noise (thus, not acting as a reliable cue for prominence). For the French listeners, we observe more acoustic features that play a role in sentence accent detection. First, as for the English listeners, we find a significant effect of noise. Moreover, a higher max energy is associated with significantly fewer detected target phonemes, specifically when listening conditions get harder. A higher mean tilt is associated with significantly more detected target phonemes, and this is even more the case for the accented condition. Finally, significantly fewer phonemes are detected in deteriorating listening conditions, but this is less so for target phonemes in target-bearing words with higher mean energy. 
4. Discussion 

This paper investigates the effect of background noise on the use of acoustic cues for prominence in native and non-native listening: English, with more ‘local’ acoustic cues for prominence marking which are arguably less easy to pick up in 

background noise, was the native language, and French the non-native language, whose listeners are claimed to be ‘deaf’ to prominence [16][17].  Moreover, we investigated whether high-proficiency French listeners use similar acoustic cues for prominence detection as native English listeners. French non-native listeners were found to be surprisingly good at exploiting sentence accent for phoneme detection. Although they detected significantly fewer target phonemes than the English listeners in the clean condition, there was no significant difference between the two listener groups in noise. The French listeners thus suffered less from the presence of background noise than the English listeners. Moreover, the French listeners were found to be able to use preceding prosodic information signalling upcoming sentence accent to the same extent as the English listeners, in both the clean and noisy listening conditions. These results extend the results of [1], who found that prosodic context is an equally robust cue for native and Dutch and Finnish non-native listeners of English, to non-native listeners with a native language (French) that has no contrastive sentence accent marking. The current results are in line with the hypothesis  that high proficiency helps non-native listeners to overcome differences at the prosodic level between the native and non-native language [1]. The acoustic analyses of the two prosodic conditions showed that the target-bearing words in the accented condition carried more energy, had a higher F0, and more spectral tilt  than those in the deaccented condition. In line with these results, we found that significantly more target phonemes were detected in the accented compared to the deaccented condition. The subsequent analyses of the use of acoustic features for prominence exploitation, though, showed that both the native and non-native listeners did not use the acoustic cues as expected. Only a few acoustic cues were found to predict proportion of detected target phonemes and often in the opposite direction of what one would expect: e.g., a higher mean F0 was associated with fewer detected target phonemes in the clean condition by the natives; and increasing max energy was associated with fewer detected target phonemes for both groups. However, for the French listeners, more spectral tilt was associated with an increase in the proportion of detected target phonemes and especially for the accented condition. Moreover, they were able to use mean energy to compensate for worse listening conditions: although increasing background noise levels led to fewer detected target phonemes, this effect was reduced for target-bearing words with higher mean energy. To conclude, French non-native listeners of English were found to be able to exploit sentence accent for improved target phoneme detection, similar to non-native listeners with native languages that cue and use prominence quite differently [1]. This confirms that non-native listeners can overcome certain differences at the prosodic level between the native and non-native language, at least at high proficiency levels. Moreover, the effect of background noise was smaller for the non-native than the native listeners. Arguably, the highly proficient non-native listeners exploit more and different acoustic cues when intelligibility is compromised, while the native English listeners continue to primarily rely on the usual more ‘local’ cues.  
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